An accuracy-based rule fitness is a hallmark of most modern Michigan-style learning classifier systems (LCS), a powerful, flexible, and largely interpretable class of machine learners. However, rule-fitness based solely on accuracy is not ideal for identifying 'optimal' rules in supervised learning. This is particularly true for noisy problem domains where perfect rule accuracy essentially guarantees over-fitting. Rule fitness based on accuracy alone is unreliable for reflecting the global 'value' of a given rule since rule accuracy is based on a subset of the training instances. While moderate over-fitting may not dramatically hinder LCS classification or prediction performance, the interpretability of the solution is likely to suffer. Additionally, over-fitting can impede algorithm learning efficiency and leads to a larger number of rules being required to capture relationships. The present study seeks to develop an intuitive multi-objective fitness function that will encourage the discovery, preservation, and identification of 'optimal' rules through accuracy, correct coverage of training data, and the prior probability of the specified attribute states and class expressed by a given rule. We demonstrate the advantages of our proposed fitness by implementing it into the ExSTraCS algorithm and performing evaluations over a large spectrum of complex, noisy, simulated datasets.
INTRODUCTION

Michigan-style learning classifier systems (LCS) offer a
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GECCO '15 July 11-15, 2015 , Madrid, Spain uniquely powerful and flexible approach to prediction, data mining, classification, and function approximation problems. One of the most important advantages of such rule-based algorithms is that they make few to no assumptions about the underlying pattern or patterns of association in the dataset. This is mainly due to how LCS distributes a learned solution over a population of human interpretable IF:THEN rules [16] . Previously, we developed an extended supervised tracking and classifying system (ExSTraCS) [13] . ExSTraCS is an LCS specialized to single-step supervised learning problems, a large category of problems that includes biomedical applications to which we have a particular interest in addressing (i.e. epidemiological and bioinformatic data mining and prediction). ExSTraCS sacrifices the ability to function on reinforcement learning problems in order to bolster performance in supervised learning domains with particular attention paid to learning efficiency, solution interpretability, and knowledge discovery in problems where the signal may be either clean or noisy. Real world applications such as those found in bioinformatics are typically noisy and may have a large number of potentially predictive attributes, complex patterns of association including epistasis (i.e. non-linear attribute interactions) and heterogeneity (i.e. independent associations with the same class/phenotypic endpoint).
More recently, ExSTraCS 2.0 was introduced, offering a new strategy to dramatically improve the scalability of Michigan-style LCS algorithms [17] . As a demonstration of this, ExSTraCS 2.0 solved the extremely complex 135-bit multiplexer problem 'directly' for the first time reported in the literature. This problem solution requires 135 predictive attributes involved in 128 heterogeneous 8-attribute epistatic interactions to predict the binary class of any instance with 100% accuracy. For a rough conceptual comparison of difficulty, consider that in the field of genetic epidemiology, researchers rarely even attempt to search for epistatic interactions that involve more than 2 or 3 attributes. Despite this success, specific performance drawbacks were identified in ExSTraCS 2.0 related to characterizing heterogeneous patterns of association in noisy simulated bioinformatics problems. It was proposed that this shortcoming could be attributed to the applied fitness metric. Specifically in modern Michigan-style LCS algorithms, fitness is generally based solely on rule accuracy, where (1) for supervised learning, accuracy refers to the proportion of 'matched' training instances for which the rule included the correct classification, and (2) for reinforcement learning, accuracy is a function of a rule's reward prediction error. Rule-accuracy is not to be confused with training or testing accuracy which would be computed using the entire training or testing datasets.
The problem with a fitness metric based only on accuracy, is that an individual rule has little concept of what it means to be 'fit' in the context of the rule-population as a whole. Rule accuracy is a 'local' metric of rule value in that it only indicates value within the context of the subset of instances in the dataset that the rule matches. Rule accuracy does not necessarily indicate whether a rule is capturing useful generalizations in the dataset. For instance consider the situation where a rule matches only a single instance in the training dataset, and correctly classifies that instance. This rule would have a perfect accuracy. However, this rule likely represents an over-fit relationship identified in the training set that will have no useful predictive value in a testing dataset. In a clean problem, such as the standard multiplexer problems, implicit and explicit generalization pressures would help to eliminate such overfit rules in favor of equally accurate, but more general ones. This is not the case in noisy problems. Consider that in a noisy dataset, optimal rules can not achieve perfect rule accuracy. Instead, rules that are over-fit (i.e. additionally specify non-predictive attributes) will dominate, since overfit rules are likely to have accuracies closer to 1. When it comes to knowledge discovery within the rule population by means of manual rule inspection (i.e. identifying individual rules that capture the learned patterns of association), neither accuracy nor accuracy-based fitness can be used to rank the rule-population to identify the best rules. Instead, rule numerosity (i.e. the number of copies of a given rule stored in the rule population), serves as the only reasonable guide for ranking and identifying the best rules [19] . However, numerosity merely captures 'rule-value' indirectly and thus is not entirely reliable [9] .
The strategy of 'fitness sharing' was implemented by Wilson as part of XCS in order to give individual rules a broader context of value [19] . Specifically, fitness sharing proportionally adjusts fitness so that rules with the highest accuracy within individual niches of the problem have the highest fitness. Bernado-Mansilla expanded their supervised learning LCS, called UCS [2] to include fitness sharing [7] , noting some of it's performance trade-offs in supervised learning problems. In particular, fitness sharing was valuable at improving performance in class imbalance problems. However, fitness sharing still relies exclusively on accuracy, which we would expect to remain problematic in noisy problem domains, where the multi-objective balance between accuracy, and maximally (correctly) covering instances in the training data is critical to a global measure of rule value.
The most significant change to how rule fitness has been calculated in Michigan-style LCS algorithms involved the shift from strength-based fitness in ZCS [18] to accuracybased fitness in XCS [19] , proposed primarily in the context of reinforcement learning problems. Strength-based fitness relied on the predicted payoff that would be received when a given rule's action was chosen. However, accuracy-based fitness valued the accuracy of the payoff prediction rather than it's magnitude. This was a key to niching performance, allowing the algorithm to focus on and retain more than the strongest parts of the solution [4] . The development of UCS [2] included a new definition for accuracy-based rule fitness. In this supervised learning context, rule accuracy was simply the proportion of instances for which a rule predicted the correct class out of all those that it matched, and fitness was determined by a simple power function of this accuracy. This was the accuracy-based rule fitness adopted by ExSTraCS.
Since XCS, there have been relatively few attempts to develop an alternate fitness metric. Within Michigan-style LCSs, a class-sensitive accuracy/fitness metric was proposed to deal with class imbalance [6] , a Bayesian classifier system was proposed to deal with noisy binary class problems [3] , and a mutual information-based fitness developed for supervised learning and the discovery of default hierarchies [8] were all developed yielding mixed results. Within Pittsburgh-style LCSs there is no rule-level fitness, rather fitness is calculated at the level of the rule-set. Fitness research for this class of algorithms focused on the problem of balancing rule-set accuracy with parsimony (i.e. rulegeneralization and set size). One Pittsburgh-style study proposed multi-objective learning classifier systems, and considered the use of a Pareto-front to better deal with noisy problems [5] . Notably a Pareto-front is typically intended for comparing complete solutions. Individual LCS rules do not constitute complete solutions therefore, as is, this approach does not appear to be applicable to Michigan-style LCS algorithms. However, this may make an interesting direction for future work. Another Pittsburgh-style study successfully developed a fitness metric that explicitly combined accuracy and the complexity of a rule set to promote generalization and reduce bloat. [1] .
In the present study we propose a new multi-objective approach for calculating rule-level fitness for supervised learning Michigan-style LCS algorithm that combines (1) rule accuracy, (2) correct instance coverage, and (3) an adjustment for the combined state and class occurrence probabilities within a rule. We expect that the inclusion of instance coverage will help overcome the challenge of identifying heterogeneous and epistatic patterns in the context of noisy data by reflecting the value of having rules that are both accurate, and that are correctly applicable to a maximal number of instances. The adjustment for occurrence probabilities give rules that specify rare state combinations and/or rare classes (in the case of imbalanced data) a fitness boost to account for expected lower correct rule coverage. We believe that the development of a globally-minded fitness metric will not only speed up the effective discovery of optimal rules, but improve rule population interpretability, and the overall process of knowledge discovery. This proposed fitness strategy has been implemented and tested within the ExSTraCS 2.0 algorithm and evaluated over a spectrum of complex, noisy simulated genetic datasets concurrently modeling epistatic and heterogeneous patterns of association. We expect this new fitness metric to (1) eliminate the interpretability shortcomings previously identified in ExSTraCS 2.0 [17] , (2) to further improve both global and manual knowledge discovery, and (3) promote more efficient learning. Additionally, we implemented and tested fitness-sharing as described in [7] to observe potential performance trade-offs in the context of the ExSTraCS algorithm and demonstrate that this mechanism alone is insufficient to address the problem of comparing global rule-value.
METHODS
In this section we briefly introduce (1) the ExSTraCS 2.0 algorithm along with some minor alterations designed to accommodate the new fitness metric, (2) our implementation of fitness-sharing (3) the multi-objective fitness metric with discussion of the logic behind the components, and (3) the simulated datasets and evaluation strategy applied to test this proposed fitness metric.
Algorithm
The ExSTraCS 2.0 algorithm [17] is a rule-based machine learning algorithm (or more specifically a Michigan-style LCS algorithm) that has been expanded and adapted to better suit the needs of real-world supervised learning problems wherein classification, prediction, data mining, and/or knowledge discovery is the goal. It is descended from a lineage of Michigan-style LCSs founded primarily on the architecture of XCS [19] , the best-studied LCS to date. In descending chronological order, precursors of ExSTraCS 2.0 include ExSTraCS 1.0 [13] , EK-UCS [14] , AF-UCS [11] , UCS [2] , and XCS [19] . The features of ExSTraCS 2.0 that most differentiate it from UCS or XCS include: a rule specificity limit to address scalability issues [17] , built-in rapid expert knowledge (EK) generation algorithms [13] , EK guided covering and mutation for efficient learning and scalability [14, 17] , attribute tracking and feedback for reusing useful attribute combinations and characterizing patterns of heterogeneity [11] , built-in rule compaction strategies [9] , and the consolidation of explore/exploit to perform simultaneously [12] . For a detailed description of the ExSTraCS 2.0 algorithm see [17] . For a complete software users guide see [10] . In this study the ExSTraCS 2.0 algorithm with our proposed multi-objective fitness will be referred to as ExSTraCS 2.1. Each version is available on sourceforge.com.
ExSTraCS 2.1 inherits all of the mechanisms and run parameters applied to ExSTraCS 2.0 [17] except for the following elements that have been updated to better suit the proposed multi-objective fitness strategy. First, we have eliminated class/endpoint mutation within the GA in order to ensure that all rules introduced to the rule-population match and correctly classify the current training instance. As a result of this, all rules now start out with a perfect fitness (i.e. fitness = 1) as they are initialized with perfect accuracy. As you will see in the next section, rules are also initialized with a maximum correct instance coverage. Second, once a given rule has had the opportunity to 'see' the entire training set we label that rule as 'epoch-complete'. Once this happens, the accuracy of that rule becomes fixed, and does not continue to change with experience, as any other fluctuations are the result of the random order of the training set. This brings consistency to how experience, or 'epochcomplete' rules are compared to one another through the fitness calculation. Lastly, to accommodate the constantly changing fitness estimate of 'inexperienced' rules introduced below we recalculate the fitness of every 'epoch-incomplete' rule whenever the matching phase occurs.
Fitness Sharing
We implemented fitness sharing into ExSTraCS 2.0 as described in [7] , where this strategy had previously been implemented into UCS to evaluate it's effect within a supervised learning environment. In summary, rule-accuracy is calculated as previously described in ExSTraCS 2.0 [17] , however fitness is no longer a simple power function of accuracy. Instead, whenever a match set is formed, a new accuracy metric kr is first determined. If rule accuracy (Ar)is above some user defined threshold (A0) than kr = 1, otherwise:
As in [7] , α = 0.1, A0 = 0.999, and we examine a value of 1 and 10 for ν. Next we calculated the relative accuracy (k r ) of the rule to be the numerosity weighted ratio of kr to the sum of all kr in the current match set. Lastly, rule fitness is updated using the following equation:
In this way, rules that consistently have the highest accuracy within the match sets that it participates, will obtain the highest fitness values. We have implemented this into the original ExSTraCS 2.0 algorithm, as well as some test implementations combined with our proposed multiobjective fitness metric described below.
Multi-objective Fitness
In this section we detail the proposed multi-objective fitness metric. It includes three components; (1) an adjusted accuracy, (2) an adjusted ratio of correct instance coverage, and (3) an adjustment for a rule's combined state and class occurrence probabilities.
Accuracy Component
First we calculate the accuracy component (Acr). As we only want to value rule accuracy (Ar) that is greater than expected by random chance, we compare accuracy to the probability of picking the rule's class by chance (pc). pc need only be calculated once during the pre-processing phase of ExSTraCS. Using pc rather than a constant accounts for class imbalance or the possibility of multiple class problems. If Ar > pc than a term we call useful accuracy (Aur) is calculated as:
Otherwise one of two alternative Aur calculations are applied. In the special case where a rule is still relatively young (i.e. it has only had the opportunity to see less than 1000 learning iterations), and the second instance it matched happened yielded an incorrect classification, we do not want the rule to be assigned too low a value of Aur. In order to protect young rules from having their accuracy cut in half on the second match of it's existence, useful accuracy is calculated as Aur = pc/2. We have somewhat arbitrarily chosen 1000 iterations as as reasonable rule-age cutoff (AgeLimitr). If Ar ≤ pc and this special case did not occur, than Aur = Ar/1000. This yields a very small accuracy component. Next we scale Aur so that it will range from 0-1 by dividing it by the maximum possible Aur for a rule with this class (i.e. 1 − pc). Lastly we transform this scaled useful accuracy (Asur) using the following exponential function so that increases in Asur increase fitness with the greatest magnitude when closer to random class selection, than they are when they are close to perfect accuracy.
This function yields Acr values between 0 to 1. The utilization of this transformation was inspired by our previous observation applying a higher ν to the fitness power function of accuracy led to worse performance in noisy problems [12] . This is due to the fact that at larger values of ν, any accuracy closer to 1 has a much heavier influence on fitness than a lower accuracy, leading to dramatic over-fitting in noisy problems. While it has been suggested that lowering the user specified parameter A0, could help manage this problem in noisy domains, optimally setting this value is heavily problem dependent and would require either prior knowledge of the signal to noise ratio, or a potentially extensive and computationally expensive parameter sweep.
Correct Coverage Component
Next, we calculate the correct instance coverage component (Ccr). Intuitively, we want to try to discover and preserve rules that capture an optimal balance of accuracy and instance coverage. However, if Ar was less than or equal to pc (i.e. rule accuracy was lower than randomly choosing the correct class), we skip both the coverage and state probability adjustment described hereafter, and the final fitness only relies on Acr. This will encourage the deletion of such rules by the algorithm.
The correct instance coverage refers to the number of training instances that have been correctly covered by the current rule. In preliminary work we explored a number of terms introduced into the fitness function in an attempt to give a boost to rules that were more general, and thus correctly covered more instances. For instance, we considered rule specificity, match coverage, and correct coverage and found that they all end up overvaluing rules with low specificity at the expense of accuracy. Another challenge to consider when including coverage, is that as a rule's specificity increases, there is an expected reduction in the probability of a rule to be able to cover a given instance. Also, by not accounting for matching or correct covering based on prior probabilities, such coverage terms tended to yield misleading fitness metrics.
As a result, we came up with a term we call 'useful coverage' (Crr), which is essentially the coverage of a rule observed beyond what is expected by random chance. This is calculated similar to Aur, and in-fact, the Cur term is somewhat of a combination of coverage and accuracy, since it's magnitude relies, in part, on Ar. Cur is calculated as:
where Ccr is the correct coverage of the rule and Cmr is the match coverage of the rule (i.e. the number of instances this rule matches in the training set). However, using raw coverage would be problematic, as it would make it harder for high order interactions to be detected, since they naturally will have a lower coverage due to compounding state probabilities. Therefore, we convert Cur into a coverage ratio Crr based on the largest Cur we have yet observed during training (CuEcmax), where Ecmax is the maximum for rules that have completed an epoch.
Note that a separate Ecmax is stored and updated for each class to account for potential class imbalance. Also note, that we store a separate maximum useful coverage for rules that have not completed an epoch (CuEimax). Note that every time fitness is calculated we check to see if either CuEcmax or CuEimax needs to be updated. This is where labeling of rules as epoch complete or incomplete becomes particularly important. Fundamentally, when training on a finite dataset, as is the assumption when using ExSTraCS, a point is reached where two groups of rules will exist in the population; i.e. those that have seen the entire dataset (epoch-complete), and those that have not, (epochincomplete). Once a rule has seen the entire dataset, accuracy is fixed and we can now directly compare such a rule with all other epoch-complete rules. In LCSs with a fitness based only on accuracy, comparing rule fitness's that are experienced vs. inexperienced is not a problem since a rule can have a very high accuracy from the start. However, when it comes to coverage, there can be a serious discrepancy between rules that are epoch-complete and those that are not. This unfairly biases experienced rules, such that epoch-incomplete rules may not survive long enough to see all the training instances and demonstrate their value.
To account for this in Cur, we adopt an extrapolation strategy to estimate Cur for an epoch-incomplete rule. If Cur is younger than this rule we extrapolate Cur up to the age of the current CuEimax as follows:
where AgeEimax is the age of the epoch-incomplete maximum useful coverage, and Ager is the age of the current rule. If Ager > AgeEimax we extrapolate CuEimax as follows:
In either case the larger of the two Cu values is set to CuEimax, and AgeEimax is left at the older age to which the extrapolation was performed. However, we do not allow very young rules to impact the value of CuEimax. A rule must have Ager > AgeLimitr.
As with epoch-complete rules, we convert Cur into a coverage ratio Crr based on CuEimax as follows:
State/Class Probability Correction
Lastly, to obtain Ccr we add an adjustment for the rule's combined state and class occurrence probabilities (Scpr). First note that during the pre-processing state of ExSTraCS, we initially calculate and store the state frequencies for every discrete attribute in the dataset. For each rule we calculate Scpr to be the product of all specified attribute state frequencies and pc for the class given by that rule. Once this is calculated we check to see if Scpr is the maximum or minimum among rules that have the same specificity (i.e. we separately store max and min Scpr for rules with the same number of specified attributes. This helps to account for inherently smaller Scpr values as rule specificity increases. Next, we calculate the adjustment as follows:
Keep in mind that the minimum and maximum Scpr are for rules with the same specificity as the the current rule and that ScAdjr can have a value between 0 and 1. The idea here is that rarer state/class occurrence probabilities will yield and adjustment near 1 resulting in a fitness boost, while those that are maximally common will not impact fitness at all, leaving the Ccr entirely up to correct coverage. Lastly we calculate Ccr as follows:
where ScW eight = 0.5. This new fitness constant indicates the fraction of coverage component that can be recovered by the ScAdjr term. If this value was set to 1, the rarest state/class combinations would always have an optimal correct coverage term (which would end up over-valuing rare state/class combinations.) This parameter might be tuned to improve performance on different problem domains.
We complete our calculation of rule fitness (Fr) to be an equally weighted combination of the average of the accuracy and correct coverage components.
Evaluation
It was previously demonstrated that ExSTraCS 2.0 outperformed ExSTraCS 1.0 [17] , which in turn had improved performance over AF-UCS and EK-UCS [13] , which both had improved performance over XCS and UCS on similar complex noisy simulated genetic problems [12, 14, 11] . In the present study we compare and evaluate ExSTraCS with and without fitness sharing, as well as with and without the proposed multiobjective fitness function. Each implementations was run over the same set of 960 noisy (i.e. heritabilities of 0.1, 0.2, or 0.4), complex simulated genetic datasets with 20 discrete-valued attributes that were described and applied in [13, 17] and generated using GAMETES [15] . Each dataset concurrently modeled patterns of epistasis and heterogeneity where four of the attributes were predictive and 16 were non-predictive. 20 replicates of each dataset were analyzed and 10-fold cross validation (CV) was employed to measure average testing accuracy and account for overfitting. ExSTraCS was run up to 200,000 learning iterations but performance was also evaluated after only 10,000 iterations. Pair-wise statistical comparisons were made using the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. All statistical evaluations were completed using R. Comparisons were considered to be significant at p ≤ 0.05. All analyses were performed using 'Discovery', a 2400 core Linux cluster available to the Dartmouth research community.
Comparisons were performed over a set of key performance metrics. Accuracy metrics were calculated as a respective 'balanced accuracy' to account for any imbalanced datasets. 'Both Power' is the ability to correctly identify both two-locus heterogeneous models. 'Single Power' is the ability to have found at least one. 'Co-occur. Power' indicates the ability to detect the correct heterogeneous pattern. Generality refers to classifier generality, or the average proportion of unspecified attributes across the classifier population. Macro Population refers to the number of unique classifiers in the classifier population. These metrics are described in greater detail in [17] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin with a brief examination of fitness sharing incorporated into ExSTraCS. In previous work we implemented ExSTraCS with a fitness metric most similar to the one described in UCS [2] . A later version of UCS incorporating fitness sharing yielded some problem-specific advantages [7] . Table 1 summarizes the different performance metrics averaged over all 960 analyzed datasets (each run to times for cross validation) calculated after 200,000 learning iterations for ExSTraCS 2.0 with and without fitness sharing (ν = 10). Overall, with the addition of fitness sharing, we observe significant decreases in average testing accuracy, rule generality, and all power metrics. A similar comparison was performed using fitness sharing (ν = 1). The results are not included here, since the performance metrics yielded similar or significantly worse performance than fitness sharing with ν = 10. Ultimately fitness sharing dramatically increased over-fitting within this particularly noisy problem domain, leading to the loss in predictive performance, as well as a large loss in solution interpretability. It seems that fitness sharing only exacerbated the accuracy-based fitness drawback within noisy problems. Now we revert back to ExSTraCS 2.0 without fitness sharing and introduce our proposed multi-objective fitness. Table 2 summarizes the different performance metrics averaged over all 960 analyzed datasets (each run 10 times for cross validation) calculated after 10,000 and 200,000 learning iterations for ExSTraCS 2.0 without and with the proposed multiobjective fitness. Overall, with the addition of the multiobjective fitness function, we observe significant increases in average testing accuracy, Single Power, Both Co-Power, Single Co-Power, Macro-Population Size, and generality after 200,000 learning iterations. No significant change in the Both Power metric was observed. Significant overall decreases were observed for both training accuracy and run time. The observed increase in testing accuracy and decrease in training accuracy indicates an overall reduction in overfitting. As expected, the new fitness function is able to dramatically improve our ability to characterize heterogeneous patterns, evidenced by large significant increases in Both Co-Power. This is achieved while still managing to maintain or improve other critical performance metrics; namely testing accuracy and the three other power metrics. This supports the claim made previously in [17] that identified the loss in Both Co-Power to be a natural drawback to accuracy-based fitness in noisy problem domains. Also, in Table 1 , note that after only 10,000 learning iterations the new fitness has largely and significantly outperformed the original fitness on all metrics with the exception of Both Power and run time. This suggests that the proposed multi- objective fitness improves learning efficiency, obtaining better performance earlier. Furthermore, we believe that the significant average increase in macro population size indicates that a greater diversity of rules (of varying specificity) are being preserved in the rule population, since rules that were previously at an accuracy disadvantage are now given a fitness boost by the number of instances they correctly cover.
Additionally, upon manual rule inspection of rule populations evolved using the new fitness metric, we noted that when ranking rules by fitness, optimal rules that captured state combinations of the true separate underlying noisy epistatic models were typically ranked at or very close to the top. This was not true when using accuracy based fitness, where numerosity is the next best way to identify optimal rules. This observation became even more reliable when epoch-incomplete rules were excluded before fitness ranking. These observations suggest that this new fitness approach could be invaluable for the development of a much more effective rule compaction strategy that could be applied with little to no performance loss in noisy problem domains that we had previously observed with existing LCS rule compaction strategies [9] .
To further characterize performance differences resulting from the new fitness, we explore performance differences when the 960 datasets are segregated by their heritability, sample size, architecture difficulty (i.e. hard (H), or easy (E)), and mix ratio. Figure 1 gives boxplot summaries of Co-Both Power, comparing ExSTraCS 2.0 with and without the new multi-objective fitness. Keep in mind that 'Sample Size' corresponds to the number of unique training instances in the original (pre-cross validation) datasets, and that heritability is inversely proportional to noise in the data. Note that the values summarized by each individual boxplot correspond to 20 replicate datasets evaluated using cross validation. We can see from these figures, that the new fitness consistently outperforms the original fitness. However similar plots for testing accuracy, and the other power metrics indicate some dataset-specific trade-offs between the new and original fitness metric that may be a useful target for ongoing investigation. While Co-Single Power, and testing accuracy is nearly universally better for all dataset combinations, for Both Power we observed losses for datasets with a 75:25 heterogeneous ratio and a larger sample size (see Figure 2 ). This may reflect that for certain datasets our multi-objective approach may be adding too much fitness bias based on correct coverage. Similarly for Single Power we observed losses for datasets with a 75:25 heterogeneous ratio, a larger sample size, and a smaller heritability (not shown).
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have developed a new multi-objective fitness function designed, in particular, for supervised learning in Michigan-style learning classifier systems. Implementing this strategy into ExSTraCS 2.0, we found that this approach addressed previously identified shortcomings regarding the algorithm's rule interpretability and ability to characterize patterns of heterogeneity in the context of epistatic, noisy relationships between predictive attributes and class. While promising, this approach is not universally optimal. By de-emphasizing the importance of accuracy alone in the fitness function, this approach may not learn optimal solutions as quickly as accuracy-based LCS algorithms in 'clean' problems (i.e. no noise) typical of toy benchmark problems such as the multiplexer. However in the domain of bioinformatics, and most other real-world problems, the assumption of a 'clean' solution is often wildly unrealistic, making a fitness function that seeks a multi-objective balance of accuracy and correct instance coverage particularly critical to not only detecting the signal, but characterizing it.
Ongoing work will seek a parameter-free multi-objective fitness function, as well as one that better preserves Both Power and Single Power within the subset of 75:25 heterogeneous mix datasets identified in this study. Additionally we will test this approach on multiplexer problems and imbalanced data. This will help guide the ongoing development of an intuitive multi-objective fitness function. While the current study focused on discrete-valued attributes, we believe this approach can be easily expanded to continuousvalued attribute datasets as well. Lastly, we will follow up on the success observed in ranking rules by fitness during manual rule inspection, and pursue a new LCS rule compaction strategy that can dramatically reduce the rule population size while closely preserving or improving our set of performance metrics.
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